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With this issue we celebrate a milestone for our Magazine. In March 2015 we published
the first issue, almost 5 years later the 10th issue is now in your hands. It all started with the desire
of a group of Amsterdam Scientist to share their scientific results with fellow scientists of the
fifteen Amsterdam research institutions: a Science Magazine by and for scientists, showing off
Amsterdam as a centre of excellent research! Not only stories, but also striking images of research
topics. We are proud of what we have achieved and look forward to more exciting contributions!
In our first issue we published an interview with Michel Mandjes, a mathematician that had just
won a 29 M€ Gravitation Grant in 2015. In this issue we can proudly announce that three of the six
Gravitation Grants that were awarded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research in
2019, have been awarded to consortia headed by Amsterdam Researchers. Danielle Posthuma
(professor in Human Genetics at the VU University) headed the consortium “BRAINSCAPES: A
Roadmap from Neurogenetics to Neurobiology”, Frank van Harmelen (professor in Artificial
Intelligence at the VU University) headed the consortium “Hybrid Intelligence (HI): augmenting
human intellect” and Harro Bouwmeester (professor in Plant Hormone Biology at the University
of Amsterdam) headed the consortium “Harnessing the second genome of plants. Microbial
imprinting for crop resilience (MiCRop)”. Even more striking: in two other Gravitation projects,
scientists from the UvA and Amsterdam UMC were co-applicants! A remarkable sign of the
Amsterdam research excellence! We chose to interview two researchers from the MiCRop
consortium, Harro Bouwmeester and Toby Kiers, for this issue. They explain how they will combine
their strength in studying plants and microbes to create more resilient crops. The other two
consortia will receive attention in the next issues of our Magazine. It is just too much to handle in
one issue!
Next to biology this issue contains topics from astronomy, physics, chemistry,
environmental science and neurobiology. The image on the front cover illustrates the research on
single human neurons (see page 20), it shows a microdot array with green islands of supporting
cells and in red single human brain cells. Next to studies on single cells, this issue has contributions
on the wiring of the human brain (page 8) and the cellular basis of memories (page 10). Apparently
there is evidence that our memories are “engraved” in certain neurons, group of brain cells they
have called “engrams”. You can actually visualize where the memories of a frightened mouse
are stored! The back cover shows a highly complex neutrino detector just before it is lowered into
the depths of the Mediterranean Sea. Engineers at Nikhef have designed and manufactured the
detector electronics. It will be part of a huge facility called KM3NeT (see page 25).
Plants are not only the major topic of the interview, their immunity system (page 13) and the
connection between floral colour and sour lemons (page 6) receive attention in this issue.
The two astronomy contributions in this issue are about black holes and jets (page 5) and about the
relatively low amount of carbon on our planet compared to exoplanets that have been discovered.
There is also news from the volcanoes of our planet: tiny magma droplets reveal changes in
tectonic processes (page 22). Out Then & Now section reflects on the wisdom of Einstein, did he live
to see all of his hypotheses being proven experimentally (page 9). And there is much more in this
issue: penguin poo, durable enzymes, blood vessels on a chip, asthma and the Amsterdam Young
Academy, enjoy….
Our dynamic editorial board has again undergone changes: Peter Hordijk, (VU-UMC),
Athira Menon (UvA), Ritu Bhandari (NIN), Shuo Chen (UvA) have recently joined the board. Ted
Veldkamp (VU), Evangelos Kanoulas (UvA), Jop Briët (CWI), Laura Bohorquez (UvA), Federica
Burla (AMOLF) and Nitish Govindarajan (UvA) have left the editorial board. We thank them for their
valuable contributions to the magazine. Just like in the first issue we have included a picture of
the board, not everyone was there, but it sure is a happy bunch of editors. With the departure of
several editors, positions are open in the editorial board, so please contact us if you are interested
in participating, we would like to have all research institutions represented! Write an e-mail to
amsterdamscience@gmail.com, we welcome researchers and students that are willing to help us
make this great magazine.
Enjoy the tenth issue and visit the website to submit your own Amsterdam Science
contribution!
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How can a common cold make asthma
symptoms worse?

interferon response

viral infection

interferon response

5

Tuning in to the powerful
exhaust of active galaxies
increased influx of immune cells

viral infection

→ Figure
Cells lining the airways hyperactivate
a specific set of genes upon infection
with a common cold virus. Among
other things, this leads to increased
recruitment of immune cells, thus
aggravating the symptoms of
inflammation.

→ Reference
A. Ravi et al., Journal of Allergy
and Clinical Immunology 143 (1),
442-447.e10 (2019), doi: 10.1016/j.
jaci.2018.09.016

“How the
immune
system of
asthma
patients goes
into overdrive”

The epithelial cells lining our airways
are the first barrier encountered by
a respiratory virus. When infected
by a virus, they produce molecules
like interferons that trigger immune
cells to become active. The airway epithelium itself also responds to the
interferons and mounts an anti-viral
response that results in clearance of
the virus. While the response of epithelial cells to virus infections has
been studied in isolation (in vitro),
we know that infections progress
differently in vivo (i.e. in the human
body). For a more complete understanding, we studied the response of
these cells in mild asthma patients
and healthy controls after exposing
them to fixed doses of a common cold
virus called rhinovirus-16 (RV-16). To
analyse their immune response, we
collected samples of bronchial epithelial cells one day before and six days
after giving them the virus. Next, the
activity of all genes in these cells was
analysed by so-called whole-genome
RNA sequencing.
In airway epithelial cells obtained
from asthma patients, we found that
there was an enhanced response to
interferons after exposure to the
virus. Although the degree of interferon response gene activation
varied between asthma patients, no
increased activation was seen in the
healthy controls. In fact, we could link
this interferon activation to breath
tests. Patients with high interferon
response gene activation in epithelial

airway cell

increased influx of immuneofcells
an asthma patient

airway cell
of an asthma patient

cells had more nitric oxide (FeNO)
in their breath, which is a common
indicator of inflammation. In other words, although each of our test
subjects received the same dose of
the virus, asthma patients’ airways
became more inflamed as a result.
Asthma is classically known to be
driven by the over-activation of two
specific types of white blood cells,
called eosinophils and neutrophils.
Especially the former
are known to
healthy
be key players in mild asthma, and
therefore relevant for the patients in
our study. After RV-16 exposure, we
tested for the number of these white
blood cells, as well as proteins that
asthma
they release when they
are active. As
expected, we found that the asthma
patients had an increase in both the
number and activation of eosinophils.
The patients with a stronger interferon response also had more active
eosinophils, while the number of neutrophils was not correlated. We thus
learn that mild asthma patients with
a stronger interferon response had
more active eosinophils, worsening
asthma symptoms.
For asthma patients, the symptoms
affect their quality of life, so we
tested for the clinical symptoms of
asthma, and compared the results to
the degree of interferon response per
patient. To do this, we used spirometry – a measure of how much air
a person can exhale in one forced
breath – as well as a questionnaire
that allowed us to quantify the patients’ experience of the symptoms.
Since the cold virus used was mild,
neither of these changed drastically
from before exposure to the virus, but
all patients with a higher response
to interferons showed significantly

healthy

TOBIAS BEUCHERT is postdoctoral
researcher at the Anton Pannekoek
Institute for Astronomy, UvA and
Presenter at the "Supernova"
Planetarium & Visitor Center of the
European Southern Observatory (ESO)
in Germany.

asthma

enhanced asthma symptoms in both
our testing methods.
We conclude from our comprehensive in vivo study that asthma
patients’ immune systems going
into overdrive when encountering
a common cold virus can be linked
to an exaggerated response to one
particular immune-triggering molecule: interferon. Previous studies,
using bronchial epithelial cells in
isolation (in vitro), indicated that
cells from asthma patients actually
produced less interferons while encountering a virus. Because of this,
one treatment designed to reduce the
virus-induced asthma symptoms had
consisted of giving the patients more
interferons; based on our results, it
is not surprising that this treatment
was not successful! The differences
between immune responses in the
human body can thus differ greatly
from those in vitro, and this should be
considered when interpreting clinical
studies and designing treatments. In
our particular case, we’ve tracked
the interferon response of asthma
patients with symptoms down to the
specific white blood cells responsible.
Hopefully, this will bring us one step
closer to an improved treatment. Ω

“Large radio
dishes tune
in to the radio
light emitted
by jets”

→ The cores of so-called active galaxies are the most energetic and efficient power plants in the universe,
shining around a billion times brighter than the Sun. Matter inside these
cores slowly fuels a supermassive
black hole, leading to a tremendous
release of energy. Besides electromagnetic radiation (the light we detect),
extremely powerful, pencil-shaped
‘jets’ form a major channel of this energy release. They carry matter deep
into the intergalactic space at nearly
the speed of light. Jets are confined
and driven by twisted magnetic fields
that are anchored in the close environment of the black hole.

We aim to improve our understanding of these mysterious objects and
their extreme physics by observing
how they evolve. This is hard to do
because they are generally very far
away from Earth, making them appear rather faint. On top of this, we
are interested only in the inner part of
the jet, closest to the black hole, which
encodes fundamental properties on
how jets confine and accelerate matter. Despite being so compact and distant, we can detect long-wavelength
radio light that is emitted when jets
expel charged matter that is forced
to spiral along their magnetic field.
The galaxy of our interest, 3C 111, is
relatively close-by, but still more than
600 million light-years away. We use
large radio dishes to tune in to the
radio light its jet pointing towards us
broadcasts deep into space. The Very
Long Baseline Array (VLBA) is a network of ten radio telescopes, each 25
metres in diameter, spread out across
North America. Pointing many telescopes at the jet not only helps to improve the signal, but also allows us to
make images via ‘interferometry’. As
the jet is extended, pairs of telescopes
detect radio emission at slightly different times. After correcting for the
curvature of Earth, we reconstruct
the jet structure using these tiny time
delays. The VLBA’s large breadth of
8611 km gives it a superb image resolution, allowing us to resolve features
as small as an astronaut on the Moon
as seen from Earth. For 3C 111, this
translates to structures as small as
a few light years across. Compared
to the total jet length of hundreds of
thousands of light-years, this is outstanding!
If we want to understand the jet’s dynamics, it is informative to look not
only at the ‘total’ radio light but also
at the small portion of it that is ‘polarised’. This happens when parts of
the jet-magnetic field become aligned:
charged matter that spirals around
the aligned magnetic field emits radio
waves that preferentially oscillate in
a single plane, perpendicular to the
alignment of the field.

We looked back into four years of
archival data with roughly monthly
spaced snapshots and found polarised ‘knots’ that move down the jet
over time. They indicate shockwaves
that locally compress and align the
jet-magnetic field while moving down
the jet, and also accelerate charged
matter. The upper figure shows a
stack plot obtained by adding up
snapshots. Averaging over the polarised light emitted by all shocks
that passed through within the four
years of data shapes the blurry, colour-coded portion and corresponds
to the length of the black lines. The
polarisation angle is given by the direction of the lines. What we observe
is that all polarisation angles across
more than 20 light years display a
well-defined smooth swing of about
180 degrees. This is surprising: if all
shocks moving though the jet had
random directions, the time-averaged polarisation would be zero.
Such behaviour has not been seen in
other jets before. Our measurements
show that all shocks that have passed
through the jet at different times must
have behaved very similarly, especially
around the centre of the image, where
the polarised intensity is strongest.
To explain this, we propose that
some localised regions in the jet
remain compressed at all times,
forming so-called ‘standing shocks’.
The same behaviour is known from
rocket exhausts and expected for any
supersonic (faster than the speed of
sound) stream of matter. The moving
shocks we describe above would interact with the standing shocks, which

black
hole

ABILASH RAVI is PhD student at the
Departments of Respiratory Medicine
and Experimental Immunology,
Amsterdam UMC.

→ Asthma is a respiratory disorder
in which your airways are chronically
inflamed and produce extra mucus,
causing shortness of breath, wheezing
and coughing. The condition itself has
no cure, so treatment relies on minimising its symptoms. The severity
of these symptoms varies from being
a mild nuisance to life-threatening,
and can be worsened upon infection
with respiratory viruses. Existing
treatments are not always effective,
and figuring out how asthma patients’
immune systems respond to such
viruses is crucial for strengthening
them.

could explain the measured pattern
in polarisation (see bottom figure).
Eventually, our results will act as
an outstanding reference for future
computer simulations of this scenario. They are yet another example of a
fruitful international collaboration in
using cutting-edge instrumentation
and data-analysis techniques to advance the humankind’s knowledge of
some of the most extreme processes
in the universe.
Ω

→ Reference
T. Beuchert et al., Astronomy
& Astrophysics 610, A32 (2018),
doi:10.1051/0004-6361/20173195210.1051

↓ Figure
Top: Stacked image of 36 snapshots
taken with the Very Long Baseline
Array at 15 GHz. The total length of
this image is about 30 light years. The
unperturbed jet emits unpolarised
radio light everywhere (grey contours).
Shocks in the jet polarise this light: the
colourised map shows the polarisation
intensity (yellow: highest intensity)
and polarisation vectors (lines) in
black.
Bottom: Sketch of an interaction
of moving shocks with non-moving
shocks intrinsic to the unperturbed,
supersonic jet flow (grey contours of
the above image). The vectors are
overlaid on scale.
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It’s all about the pumps: making
citrus fruits sour

PAMELA STRAZZER is postdoctoral
researcher in the Plant Development
and Epi-Genetics group at SILS, UvA

→ What makes lemons and other citrus fruits taste so sour has long been
a mystery. We now know that acidic
taste comes from the very low pH
in the large cellular compartments,
called vacuoles, of the flesh of the
fruits. Yet, it could not be explained
how the huge pH gradient between
the cell fluids (neutral, pH=7) and the
inside of the vacuole (hyper acidic,
pH=2) is built up and maintained. Our
team, in collaboration with scientists
at the University of California, Riverside (UCR), analysed more than 20
citrus varieties belonging to UCR’s
Citrus Variety Collection, ranging
from sour to sweet fruits. Among
these was the Faris lemon, which
is produced by a chimeric tree with
branches bearing either only sour or
only sweet fruits. The study of the
fruits of this unusual tree, together
with our expertise on what gives colour to petunia’s petals helped solve
the mystery of citrus sourness.
How does flower colour relate to citrus sourness? Petunia’s flower colour
is determined by a class of pigments
known as anthocyanins. These pigments accumulate inside the vacuoles
of flower petal cells. Anthocyanins
are very sensitive to the acidity inside
these tiny compartments. Depending
on how acidic the vacuoles are, the
flowers will be either red (acidic, low

pH) or blue (less acidic, higher pH).
We succeeded in pinpointing which
genes are involved in this mechanism by analysing flowers of petunia mutants in which acidification
is compromised and therefore their
flower colour is bluish. Studying all
different petunia mutants led us to
establish that a proton pump called
PH5 transports protons into the vacuole. Energy from ATP is used by PH5,
supported by a “helper protein” (PH1)
to pump protons. Surprisingly, this
cooperation between the PH5 protein pump and PH1 helper allows the
creation of a very acidic environments
in the inside of the vacuoles, which
cannot be reached by less powerful
proteins pumps. The trick is that the
PH1/PH5 combination can use more
than one ATP molecule to pump protons, unlike other proton pumps.
In sour lemon, pomelo and Rangpur
lime fruits (all very acidic fruits), the
PH1 and PH5 genes were found to
be highly expressed, while they are
low or not expressed in sweet-tasting varieties. Surprisingly, not only
the same pumps but also the same
regulatory genes that in petunia
control the expression of these PH
proteins are conserved in citrus. In
the sweet varieties, mutations in the
regulatory genes cause a reduction
in the levels of the pumps (PH1 and

PH5). These mutations occurred
several times independently in different citrus fruits and were apparently selected by different breeders to
obtain sweet-tasting citrus varieties.
Interestingly, most of the mutations
that got selected by breeders in the
modern citrus varieties occurred in
the AN1 gene, which also regulates
flower colour. Because AN1 controls
the activity of PH1 and PH5 as well as
the synthesis of anthocyanins, many
citrus varieties producing sweet fruits
have white flowers and green leaves.
Citrus plants producing sour fruits
have purplish fruits and foliage. Possibly, AN1 has served as visual marker
in the selection of sweet tasting varieties for millennia. Our findings open
the possibility to develop molecular
markers to facilitate breeding of fruit
varieties with desired taste and colour, possibly not only for citrus but
also for other fruits like grapes, apples
and peaches.
Ω

Durable enzymes for a green
economy
en multi-step chemical synthesis
routes. Evolved by nature, enzymes
are renewable and non-hazardous,
and already play an essential role in
the food, textile and agriculture industries. Due to their specificity, enzymes are also applied in biomedical
diagnostics.

“How does
flower colour
relate to citrus
sourness?”

→ Reference
P. Strazzer et al.,
Nature Communications 10, 744 (2019).
doi: 10.1038/s41467-019-08516-3

↓ Figure
a) Picture of an acidic lemon (top) and
a domesticated non-acidic orange
(bottom) with cartoons explaining the
acidification mechanism in the vacuole.
b) Picture of a petunia petal protoplast
(a cell from which the cell wall has
been removed). The vacuole, filled with
anthocyanins pigments (blue), occupies
most of the cell volume. The protein
pump PH5 is expressed in red when the
AN1 regulator and its partner PH4 (green)
are expressed.
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SASKIA NEUBACHER is project
leader, MARTA PELAY-GIMENO
postdoctoral researcher and TOM
GROSSMANN Professor of Chemistry
at the Department of Chemistry and
Pharmaceutical Sciences, VU
→ Reference
M. Pelay-Gimeno, T. Bange, S Hennig
and T.N. Grossmann, Angew. Chem. Int.
Ed. 57, 11164–11170 (2018). doi: 10.1002/
anie.201804506

→ It has become evident that we can
no longer ignore the environmental
changes mankind has been causing.
We are facing pollution, climate
change and reduced biodiversity, as
well as resource shortages. The general awareness of the importance of
moving our society towards an environment-friendly and sustainable
lifestyle is increasing. The development of a ‘green’ economy requires
a more efficient use of renewable raw
materials along with the reduction
and recycling of waste products,
thereby leading to the transition from
a linear to a circular economy.
The chemical and pharmaceutical
industries are major players in our
economies and are involved in the
production of almost anything you
can think of. Frequently, processes
for the production of chemical intermediates and final products require harsh conditions and the use
of hazardous reagents. Chemists are
constantly improving yields, creating
less hazardous alternative synthesis
routes and developing more efficient
catalytic systems. With recent advances in biotechnology, biocatalysts
have become viable alternatives for
classic chemical production. These
enzymes are masters of chemical reactions: they are highly specific and
efficient and often enable to short-

The use of enzymes for the production of fine chemicals, materials and
drugs is not fully harnessed due to
their limited tolerance to non-physiological conditions such as elevated
temperatures or unnatural microenvironments (e.g., presence of detergents, extreme pH). With the recent
advances in protein engineering,
highlighted by the 2018 Nobel prize in
Chemistry for the ‘Directed evolution
of enzymes’, enzymes can be evolved
to be suitable for production purposes. Nevertheless, available stabilisation approaches often have limited
effect and are difficult to implement
(e.g., tedious interactive optimisation
processes, incorporation of non-natural amino acids). In addition, current enzyme optimisation processes
consider only a small subset of (bio)
chemical structures for stabilisation
which limits the stabilisation effect
and results in small benefits. Overall,
there is the need for straight-forward
and highly efficient enzyme stabilisation technologies, which can make an
impact in the field of green chemistry
and contribute to drive the transition
towards a circular economy.
We recently developed an entirely
new stabilisation strategy for enzymes called INCYPRO (In situ
Cyclisation of Proteins). INCYPRO
enables a straight-forward, computationally guided and non-iterative
design process that involves the introduction of three surface-exposed
cysteines into the enzyme, which
are subsequently reacted with a
tris-electrophilic cross-linker. The
resulting multi-cyclic protein exhibits a more robust core structure.
Thus, we achieved a remarkable
stabilisation effect towards elevated
temperatures (e.g., increase in the
protein melting temperature of 25
°C) through a single modification
step instead of multiple optimisation
cycles. Notably, INCYPRO can utilise
enzymes entirely composed of natu-

ral amino acids that can be obtained
rapidly, cost-efficiently and in large
quantities. As an important feature,
INCYPRO is orthogonal to existing
stabilisation approaches and can
therefore be applied to wild-type as
well as pre-engineered and optimised
enzymes. Given the straight-forward
implementation and the durability
of the resulting enzymes, INCYPRO
supports current efforts towards
green chemistry and has also the
potential to enable completely novel
biotechnological applications.
Currently, we are pursuing the implementation of INCYPRO for a variety
of enzymes used in biotechnological applications. This will be a joint
effort with the HIMS-Biocat group
of Francesco Mutti at the University
of Amsterdam. The valorisation of
INCYPRO is supported by an ERC
Proof-of-Concept grant and will be
pursued by the Incircular Biotechnologies (www.incircular.com), a
university spin-off.
Ω

“Enzymes
are masters
of chemical
reactions”

↓ Figure
Conceptual scheme of increasing
protein and enzyme stability using the
INCYPRO technology.
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A molecular yin-and-yang
approach to wiring the brain

DRAGOS NICULESCU and CHRISTIAN
LOHMANN, the Department
of Synapse and Network Development
at the Netherlands Institute
for Neuroscience.

→ Reference
Dragos Niculescu et al.,
Cell Reports 24, 2063-2074 (2018)
→ Figure
Synchronised activity at clustered
synapses activates the enzyme matrix
metalloproteinase-9 (MMP9), which
catalyses pro-BDNF (brain derived
neurotropic factor) to BDNF and hence
stabilises synaptic connections (left).
Out-of-sync synapses fail to activate
MMP9 and, as a result, proBDNF
weakens synaptic strength (Synaptic
depression, right).

→ Acquiring full computational
power in the developing brain is
essential as dysfunction could relate to cognitive deficits. In a study
published in Cell Reports, our group
offers new insights into how that is
accomplished. A versatile molecule
that comes in two flavours helps to
fine-tune synaptic connections in the
developing brain.
From an evolutionary perspective,
the brain of higher animals such
as primates is often thought of as
having acquired a large number of
cellular components in an extremely
organised manner. An example is the
appearance of the mammalian cortex, the most outer part of the walnut-shaped brain, which has 6 layers
instead of the 3 layers present in rep-

tiles. As there is an undeniable power
in numbers, what makes the brain
truly outstanding is the enormous
number of connections (synapses)
between neurons, the specificity of
its circuits, and how information
processing is organised.
Neurons in the developing brain generate precisely connected networks
well before they are used to process
information from our senses, such
as vision, hearing and touch. Therefore, the brain is ready to respond adequately to external stimuli as soon
as the sensory structures are fully
functional. In particular, a protein
named brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) has been known to
stabilise and potentiate synaptic connections between neurons. However,
neurons also generate a precursor of
BDNF (proBDNF) that can depress
synaptic function and even lead to
elimination of the synapse. As stabilisation of the right connections and
elimination of the improper ones are
equally important, BDNF and proBDNF have emerged as major players in
the wiring of the brain.
Evidently, neurons having a large
number of synaptic connections
that are synchronously active have
a large contribution to the network
and hence are very powerful. Acquiring the highest degree of precision
of synaptic inputs onto neurons is
represented by ‘synaptic clustering’:
the co-arrangement of synapses with
similar activity patterns and high
synchronicity into a small area.
Synaptic clustering requires spontaneous neuronal activity to develop
in the absence of sensory input while
the brain is forming prenatally. Synaptic connections are sorted out into
clusters or eliminated solely based on
their synchronicity.
We employed state-of-the-art
techniques for recording neuronal
activity at single-synapse resolution on apical dendrites, the information-receiving extensions of
neurons. We interfered with either
BDNF synthesis or the activation of
its receptor (TrkB), and showed that
this neurotrophin is vital to the establishment and maintenance of synaptic clusters. Synaptic organisation
becomes disrupted within minutes
of synaptic activity when BDNF sig-

nalling is tampered with. Moreover,
we demonstrate that BDNF is mostly
obtained in an activity-dependent
manner through the conversion of
proBDNF by enzymes residing in
the extracellular space. A pivotal
role in this process is played by matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP9).
BDNF and its entire neurotrophin
signalling cascade comes into action
only when synapses are active. As a
consequence, proBDNF is released,
and this is dependent on a class
of excitatory glutamate receptors
(NMDA).
Why would neurons use such a complicated cascade? Our group demonstrated that making BDNF generally
available is just as disruptive to synaptic clustering as its absence: When
we applied BDNF globally previously
clustered synapses were eliminated,
because BDNF stabilised nearby unsynchronised synapses. Thus, the
complicated process of activity-dependent release and conversion of
proBDNF to BDNF is required for
arranging synapses properly at developing neurons.
This study indicates that an antagonistic local interaction of BDNF and
proBDNF controls the precise arrangement of synapses in developing
neurons. While proBDNF punishes
desynchronised synapses, it is converted to BDNF by MMP9 at locally
synchronised synapses to reward and
maintain synapses that contribute
to synaptic clusters. For a long time,
proBDNF was considered just a precursor of mature BDNF, with no bio-
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On Albert Einstein and the long
wait for the ultimate test
logical function. Yet, it turns out that
the positive effects of BDNF must be
balanced by an opposing molecule,
no other than BDNF itself but in a
“younger” form.
Together, these data delineate an efficient plasticity mechanism where
proBDNF and mature BDNF, the
yin and yang of the same peptide,
establish synaptic clustering through
antagonistic modulation of synaptic
transmission. This finding is of particular importance as it sheds light
for the first time on a BDNF-dependent mechanism for synaptic plasticity in a system spontaneously active
during development. Considering
the involvement of BDNF in a series
of neuropathologies like autism and
depression, and that too many connections are as detrimental as too
few, it is undeniably important to
elucidate the precise mechanism of
neural circuit formation, in the hope
of finding new ways to alleviate such
conditions.
Ω

“Locally
synchronised
synapses are
rewarded,
desynchronised
synapses
punished”

MARCEL VONK is a researcher in
theoretical physics at the University
of Amsterdam. His favourite topics
include mathematical physics,
string theory, matrix models and
non-perturbative effects. He is also
the author of Dutch popular science
books on string theory (Snaartheorie)
and black holes (Zwarte Gaten),
and editor-in-chief of the outreach
website The Quantum Universe
(quantumuniverse.nl).

→ Figure
The 1919 eclipse used by
Eddington and his collaborators
to confirm Einstein’s general
relativity predictions. Credit: ESO/
Landessternwarte HeidelbergKönigstuhl/F. W. Dyson, A. S.
Eddington, & C. Davidson.

→ As much as I sometimes hate to
admit it, experiment is the ultimate
test of science. Yes, I confess: I’m a
theorist to the bone. But as a theoretical physicist, I can come up with the
most beautiful and mathematically
elegant hypotheses – if Mother Nature is not kind enough to confirm
my ideas in the laboratory, they end
up in the garbage bin. This is probably the biggest fear of every theorist:
spending months, if not years or decades, on a brilliant-looking idea, only
to find out that it is fiction, not fact.
The other side of the story is of
course that moment when an idea
does turn out to be correct – one of
the most joyous experiences in a theorist’s career. Or so I’m told, since actually experiencing such a beautiful
moment may require some patience.
“Thanks for the message. Everything
comes to him who knows how to
wait”, Wolfgang Pauli famously

→

wrote in a telegram in 1956 when he
received the news that the neutrino,
a particle he predicted in 1930, had
finally been discovered. One might
even replace “how to wait” by “how
to stay alive”: only five of the six physicists who in 1964 came up with the
idea to generate mass by symmetry
breaking were still alive in 2012 when
the discovery of the Higgs particle
proved them right. Had the discovery
taken another five years or so, their
number would have been down to
three.
Albert Einstein, probably the most
famous theorist of all, was luckier in
that respect. Several of his important
ideas were experimentally verified
within a few years after their publication. Most famously, Einstein’s
theory of general relativity, published
in 1915 and predicting that space
and time curve under the influence
of gravity, and that everything that
moves curves along with them, was
tested in 1919, exactly a century ago.
Arthur Eddington and his collaborators observed a solar eclipse that
occurred on 29 May of that year, and
showed that light emitted by the stars
visible near the edge of the eclipsed
Sun had indeed followed a curved
track under the influence the Sun’s
gravity. Or at least, that was what
they claimed: whether the accura-

cy of these experiments was good
enough to merit the big headlines in
several international newspapers is
still debated today. Be that as it may,
ultimately numerous other experiments also agreed with Einstein’s
predictions, with ever-increasing
precision, and gradually general relativity became the accepted model
of space and time.
I wonder how Einstein felt when he
first heard that his ideas had been
verified. Maybe he was already so
convinced of their mathematical
beauty that he was not surprised at
all. When his assistant asked what
his reaction would have been had Eddington’s outcomes been negative,
Einstein allegedly responded: “Then
I would feel sorry for the dear Lord.
The theory is correct anyway.” Still,
I find it hard to believe that there
wasn’t a part of him that jumped for
joy when he found out that the theory he had worked on for a decade
actually appeared to describe nature.
A century after Eddington’s expedition, general relativity is still being
tested every day. In fact, we do experiments now that Einstein wouldn’t
even have thought possible. We
measure gravitational waves coming
from black holes and neutron stars,
billions of light years away, causing
ripples in space and time that are

so minute that they cause changes
in size comparable to moving the
Moon roughly one atom’s diameter
further away from the Earth. So far,
no flaws in Einstein’s formulas have
been found.
Still, we know that Einstein’s theory cannot be the final answer. His
predictions for how space and time
behave work beautifully at the scales
of astronomy, but ultimately clash
with the predictions of that other
very well-tested theory of the 20th
century: quantum mechanics. As a
string theorist, my job is to figure
out what exactly goes wrong, and to
come up with ideas that on the one
hand allow quantum mechanics and
general relativity to do their work at
the scales where we know these theories are right, yet on the other hand
predict what will happen at the scales
where the current theories refuse to
collaborate.
Contrary to Albert Einstein, I’m
not working on this problem alone
– thousands of string theorists work
together on this issue, each with his
or her own specific ideas about the
correct hypotheses. Ultimately,
some of us will be more right than
others. Or perhaps all of us will turn
out to be totally wrong. Who knows
– I just hope to still be alive when we
find out.
Ω
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Memory traces
revealed
ESTHER VISSER & MARIANA MATOS
are PhD students in the team
of Michel van den Oever at the Center
for Neurogenomics and Cognitive
Research (CNCR), VU.
PRIYANKA RAO-RUIZ
is a tenure-track post-doctoral
researcher at the CNCR, VU.

→ Reference
This research was performed in the
labs of Dr. Michel van den Oever (CNCR
VU University) and Prof. Dr. Steven
Kushner (Erasmus MC).
Rao-Ruiz, P., Couey, J.J., Marcelo,
I.M. et al. Engram-specific
transcriptome profiling of contextual
memory consolidation. Nat
Commun 10, 2232 (2019) doi:10.1038/
s41467-019-09960-x
Matos, M.R., Visser, E., Kramvis,
I. et al. Memory strength gates the
involvement of a CREB-dependent
cortical fear engram in remote
memory. Nat Commun 10, 2315 (2019)
doi:10.1038/s41467-019-10266-1

→ Playing a previously learned song,
remembering how to ride a bicycle or
finding our way home - all rely on the
ability of our brain to create and maintain memories. While I remember the
save by the toe of Spanish goalkeeper
Casillas horribly vividly, others might
not even recall the final of the World
Cup football in 2010. A memory like
this has no direct benefit for my survival, but other experiences create
memories that will guide my future
behaviour. For instance, if you have
experienced an accident while biking
through Amsterdam, this location will
trigger memory reactivation, alerting
you to be extra careful there but not
somewhere else. Thus, that specific location acquired an emotional valence
through the experience of the accident.
How does our brain manage to perform the storage and retrieval of such
memories? We have unravelled cellular
and molecular mechanisms underlying
memory consolidation by studying the
consolidation and retrieval of memories at short and longer times after an
emotional experience.
The intriguing processes of memory
formation, consolidation and retrieval
have been the subject of study of great
philosophers for centuries, dating back
to for example Plato and John Locke.
Although initially it was thought that
all memories are stored in a particular brain area, those days have long
gone. Almost a hundred years ago,
German zoologist and biologist Richard Wolfgang Semon postulated a
theory on how information is encoded into memories, by suggesting that
“stimuli can produce a modification or
engraving in the irritable substance”.
With this expression, he theorised that
a specific experience induces lasting
physical changes in the brain that support memory storage and retrieval. Together with Karl Lashley, Donald Hebb
and other early neuroscience pioneers,
Semon paved the way to the now widely accepted and proven hypothesis that
memory is the result of molecular
and physical changes in a brain-wide
sparsely distributed subset of neurons;
the so-called memory engram.

It is thought that a given memory
engram is encoded in about 2-20%
of neurons in memory-relevant brain
regions. Considering the fact that the
brain has a few billion neurons, how
does one find such a small-distributed
subset of neurons? It’s like finding a
few needles in a huge haystack. Fortunately, our needles are identifiable
by the expression of immediate early
genes (IEGs). When you go through
an emotional experience, like the
bike accident described before, a subset of neurons is activated, inducing
expression of IEGs in these cells.
The consequent cascade of changes
in gene and protein expression that
occurs in these neurons is responsible
for the enduring electrophysiological
and structural neuronal changes that
support memory maintenance. Recent
technological advances have enabled
us to take advantage of IEG expression
and specifically manipulate the activity
of engram neurons in specific brain
areas using tools like optogenetics
and chemogenetics. More specifically, it became possible to examine such
phenomena at the cellular level and
precisely dissect the molecular events
that support memory storage.

“How are
memories
encoded at a
cellular level?”
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All brain cells Memory encoding cells

The hippocampus is a brain region
that has been thoroughly investigated
by memory researchers. One of the
first studies that pointed towards an
important role for the hippocampus
in memory, is the sad but intriguing
story of patient H.M. in the early fifties
of the previous century. This patient
suffered from strong epileptic seizures and, to relieve his discomfort,
underwent an invasive brain surgery
in which large parts of the medial
temporal lobe (including two-thirds
of the hippocampus) were surgically
removed. Even though the surgeons
were successful in alleviating the
epileptic seizures, they left H.M. in a
condition unable to form new memories: he suffered from anterograde
amnesia. While he could remember
events that happened long before
the surgery, anything thereafter was
not properly processed or stored.
This shows that the hippocampus
is essential for the formation of new
memories.
More recently, several studies indicated that sparse populations of neurons
in the hippocampus are causally involved in the encoding of memories.
In other words, they harbour memory
engrams. But how do these engram
cells encode memories at a molecular level? To unravel this question, a
team of scientists from Amsterdam
and Rotterdam looked at the changes
in gene expression of engram cells. In
this study, a transgenic mouse line,
called Arc::dVenus, was used to visualise engram cells (Figure 1). In these
mice, neuronal activation activates
the Arc promoter which drives the expression of a fluorescent protein, dVenus. To induce memory formation,
mice underwent fear conditioning, a
well-established model for creation of
emotional memories. In this model,
aversive stimuli, in the form of mild
foot shock(s), are given in a certain
context. A next encounter with the
fear-paired environment will induce
retrieval of the fear memory. This will
trigger freezing behaviour, which is
commonly used as a measure of memory expression.

To assess the changes in gene expression that encode a fear memory,
animals underwent fear conditioning or context exploration without
a shock. Both exposures will induce
fluorescent protein expression in the
hippocampus and the formation of a
sparse engram, but whereas one engram encodes an emotional memory,
the other encodes a neutral memory.
One day later, the cellular contents
of hippocampal engram neurons and
neighbouring non-engram neurons
were retrieved by using a pipette to
suck up the cytoplasm and nucleus of
visually identified (fluorescent) cells.
The cellular content was then analysed
to investigate differences in gene expression profiles between engram cells
and non-engram cells. Analysis of gene
expression profiles revealed that the
samples clustered based on fluorescence positivity (engram vs. non-engram) and on experience (emotional
vs. neutral memory). This confirms
the hypothesis that emotional memory
engrams have a unique molecular signature and can be distinguished based
on their activation and training history.

Interestingly, network analysis of the
top 50 differentially regulated genes
in engram cells revealed a great proportion (44%) is involved in a single
molecular network: a CREB-dependent transcriptional program. CREB is
a transcription factor, which means
it can bind to certain parts of the
DNA, thereby increasing or decreasing the transcription of a given gene.
Moreover, CREB has been shown to
be an important regulator in neuronal plasticity and thereby influence
learning and memory. The finding
that a CREB-dependent network is
activated in engram cells suggests
that CREB-dependent transcription
has a critical function specifically in
hippocampal engram cells.
The next question was whether CREB
transcription in engram cells is indeed
required for consolidation of the fear
memory. Therefore, CREB-mediated gene transcription was disrupted
specifically in hippocampal engram
cells, by expressing a CREB repressor
or a fluorescent protein as a control in
fear engram neurons. Three days after

fear conditioning, mice were placed
back into the fear-associated context,
which, expectedly, evoked high levels
of freezing behaviour in control mice.
However, animals in which CREB-mediated transcription was repressed in
engram neurons showed strongly reduced freezing behaviour. This confirms that CREB-mediated changes
in gene expression in hippocampal
engram cells is required for consolidation of a memory. With this result, we
firmly identified molecular signatures
of memory consolidation in engram
cells of the hippocampus.
Even though the hippocampus is crucial for memory expression, previous
studies showed that when a memory
becomes older, it will depend more
on activity in other brain areas. This
is because the neuronal network that
encodes a memory is not static and is
thought to reorganise over time. More
specifically, for long it was thought
that a memory would be gradually
transferred from the hippocampus to
cortical areas, a process called systems
consolidation. Are memories indeed
initially stored in the hippocampus

↑ Figure 1
Memory encoding engrams

and then redistributed to cortical areas
(Figure 2), or does the cortex already
play a role earlier the process of memory formation? To determine whether
engram neurons in cortical areas are
defined during learning or whether this
occurs at later stages, we designed a
novel method to manipulate activated neurons several weeks after fear
conditioning. This method is based
on inducible expression of specific
chemogenetic receptors in activated
neurons, which allows us to inhibit or
activate these neurons.
In this study, we used a similar
fear-conditioning paradigm as described above, but we now labelled
neurons in the prefrontal cortex that
were activated during learning. By inhibiting these neurons, we observed
that they were not yet involved a

J
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Adaptation pathways to save Californian
megacities from sea-level rise
recent (4-day old), but they were
required for a remote (30-days old)
memory. Hence, these cortical engram
neurons are already defined during
learning, showing that the memory
is not gradually transferred from the
hippocampus to the cortex.
With this update to the existing theory of systems consolidation, one could
wonder if this is true for any given
memory. Intriguingly, when mice
experienced a stronger fear-conditioning protocol, inhibition of prefrontal neurons that were activated
during conditioning did not suppress
the freezing response during memory recall. We think this is because a
stronger stimulus evokes more stress,
resulting in the engagement of a different brain network. This hypothesis
is supported by the observation that
a stronger fear-conditioning protocol elicits activation of additional
neurons in other brain areas, like the
amygdala.
We were therefore curious to find out
whether stimulation of the prefrontal
cortex at different time-points after
learning would be sufficient to artificially evoke memory expression. To
determine this, we now expressed a
designer receptor in engram neurons
in the prefrontal cortex that allowed
us to activate the neurons. Surprisingly, stimulation of engram neurons
in a non-fear-related context induced
freezing both recently and remotely after conditioning. This shows that these
cells encode a fear memory already at
a recent time point; however, they are
only involved in expression of a remote
memory. This suggests that these engram cells need time to mature before
they contribute to memory expression
under normal conditions.
Because of the role of CREB in memory consolidation and more importantly, consolidation at the engram level,
we wondered whether CREB-mediated gene expression would contribute
to maturation of engram neurons in
prefrontal cortex. Indeed, we found
that mice in which CREB was repressed in cortical engram neurons
showed memory impairments at
remote, but not recent, timepoints.
Thus, this study demonstrates that
engram neurons in the prefrontal
cortex are already defined during
learning and then undergo a time
and CREB-dependent maturation
process. This allows these cells to

eventually support memory storage
and retrieval, which is distinct from
the early involvement of hippocampal
engram cells in memory retrieval.
Together, these studies provide new
fundamental insight into how memories are made, stored and retrieved
at a cellular and molecular level in the
brain. We showed that CREB function
in engraWce that prefrontal cortical
neurons already encode a memory
during learning, but need time-dependent maturation to establish their
role in memory expression. The unprecedented precision of labelling,
analysing and manipulating engram
neurons is crucial for our progress in
understanding basic mechanisms of
learning and memory. This has started to open up a new era for memory
research and in the future may lead to
identification of novel treatment targets for disorders that are characterised by recurring psychopathological
memories, such as in post-traumatic
stress disorder or disorders that involve pathological memory loss such
as dementia.
Will we ever be able to erase unpleasant non-pathological memories in hu-

mans? I doubt whether these methods will ever be applied to healthy
humans, for obvious ethical reasons.
This probably means that I will be
haunted by Casillas’ toe for life.  Ω

non-activated neuron
activated neuron

PFC

Hippocampus

→ Definitions
Anterograde amnesia – Mental
disorder characterised by the inability
to form new memories (antero =
forward)
Chemogenetics – Method that
expresses designer receptors that
only react to pharmacologically inert
designer ligands
Consolidation – The process that
stabilizes a memory trace after
acquisition
CREB – cAMP response elementbinding protein, a transcription factor
that can bind to DNA to increase or
decrease the transcription of a gene
Transcription: The synthesis of RNA
from a segment of DNA
Immediate early gene (IEG) – A gene
that is rapidly and transiently activated
in response to a stimulus
Recent memory – A memory that was
formed a few days earlier
Remote memory – A memory that
was formed at least several weeks
earlier

↓ Figure 2
Mouse brain cartoon showing engrams
in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and
hippocampus.

LARS DE RUIG is PhD student at the
Institute for Environmental
Sciences, VU.

→ Reference
L.T. de Ruig et al., Science of the Total
Environment 678, 647-659 (2019), doi:
10.1016/j.scitotenv.2019.04.308

→ Figure
Los Angelos Coast

→ Planning long-term adaptation of
cities to prevent coastal floods has
proven to be a complex task. Climate
change and sea level rise are expected
to increase the frequency and severity of flood hazards, while population growth and economic growth
further exacerbate flood exposure in
low-lying coastal areas. Uncertainty
in future projections make the design
and evaluation of long-term adaptation strategies challenging. The fear
of making inefficient or irreversible
billion-dollar adaptation investments
often prevents any action from being
taken at all.
While, conventionally, policy makers
would only consider a single adaptation strategy, adaptation pathways are
a sequence of adaptation actions or
strategies over time, which anticipate
uncertainty and changing risk conditions. This allows a transition from
one adaptation strategy to another,
providing flexibility in the implementation and potentially spreading the
investment costs of adaptation over
time. We were the first to economically evaluate several pathways using
a cost-benefit-style approach, which

we applied to a case study of Los Angeles County - an illustrative example
of a major metropolitan area that is
vulnerable to coastal flooding.
One of the pathways we considered
consists of first implementing a resilience adaptation strategy, including
measures such as beach nourishment
and elevation or floodproofing of individual buildings, while later in time
adding more structurally enhanced
adaptation measures, such as dikes
or sluices. For such a pathway, our
results show that economic returns
can increase up to 10% compared to
implementing a single adaptation
strategy. Besides this increase in total
economic returns, our study shows

that adaptation pathways promote
the implementation of early adaptation measures, while the transition
strategy can be further optimised by
monitoring and adjusting to the pace
of measurable sea level rise. 
Ω

“Fear of
making
irreversible
investments
often prevents
action”

Suicide as a plant’s defence strategy

MARIJN KNIP is postdoctoral
researcher in the Molecular Plant
Pathology group of the Swammerdam
Institute for Life Sciences (SILS), UvA.

→ Reference
M. Knip et al., Mol. Plant Pathol. 20,
575–588 (2019). doi:10.1111/mpp.12776

→ Plants have immune systems,
like humans. There are two types
of defence responses that plants
can generate: a first layer of defence
broadly targeted at stopping pathogens and a second layer associated
with local cell death (‘suicide’) and
triggered by, and targeted at, specific
pathogens. In the lab, the first layer
of defence can be studied by simply
exposing plant cells to pathogen-derived molecules. The second layer
can be triggered by proteins that
are imported into the plant cell by
infecting pathogens. This makes the
second layer of defence difficult to
study, because the required infection
is never uniform or synchronized
across plant tissues.
We created plants that can produce
a pathogen protein themselves in
a chemically controlled manner.
A chemical called dexamethasone
induces the production of a coat
protein from Potato virus X inside
the plant cell, activating pathogen

receptor Rx1. We used these plants
to create a timeline of sequential defence responses. In the first hours
after pathogen-protein recognition,
plant cells produce different compounds to fight pathogens, but after
a day cells commit suicide to stop
pathogen spreading.
Our system can be adapted to study
other pathogen-perceiving plant
proteins and the pathogen signals
that trigger them. As such, it offers

a new approach to understand plant
defences, paving the way to resistant
crops that require less pesticides and
yield more to feed the growing population of the world.
Ω

“A new
approach to
understand
plant defences”
← Figure
The right side of this leaf was
chemically activated to produce coat
protein inside the plant.
This protein is perceived as a
pathogen by the plant: it activates
Rx1 and thereby the immune system,
eventually leading to cell death, as
visualised with a blue dye.
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Blood vessel
on-a-chip

White blood cells must be able to leave
the blood vessel to fight infections. This
requires them to cross the endothelium,
a thin cell layer that lines all of the
blood vessels in our body. Normally,
endothelial cells form a tight barrier
that needs to stay intact at all times to
ensure that the contents of the vessels
do not leak out. So how do endothelial
cells manage to only let individual
white blood cells crawl out of the vessel
when needed? To study the molecular
mechanisms underlying this important
question, researchers are constructing
artificial blood vessels on a chip, so

they can visualize the interaction
between the white blood cells and the
endothelial cells under the microscope.
Van Buul Lab, Department of MCH at
Sanquin Research and Landsteiner
Laboratory; Leeuwenhoek Centre for
Advanced Microscopy (LCAM), section
Molecular Cytology at Swammerdam
Institute for Life Sciences (SILS) at
University of Amsterdam.

Photo:
Bram van Steen en Lanette Kempers
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A new future for our crops?
Every year, the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO) selects six research
consortia for large-scale (20 M€) research on
important topics. This grant scheme is called
NWO Gravitation. This year, five of the six
projects awarded involved Amsterdam scientists! Two projects were coordinated by the VU
University, one by the University of Amsterdam
(UvA), and in the fourth and fifth projects,
scientists from the UvA and Amsterdam UMC
were co-applicants. In this issue of Amsterdam
Science, we interview two researchers involved
in the Gravitation project “Microbial imprinting for crop resilience” (MiCRop). Harro
Bouwmeester (UvA) coordinated this proposal
and presented it to the selection committee
together with Toby Kiers (VU).
Authors:
Sabine Spijker, Esther Visser and
Michel Haring, Amsterdam Science
editors

Plant stress
research
An interview with Toby Kiers (VU) and
Harro Bouwmeester (UvA) both involved in the
Gravitation project “Microbial imprinting for
crop resilience” (MiCRop).

Photo by Dirk Gillissen
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What are the roots of the
MiCRop project?
In his office at Amsterdam Science
Park, Harro is more than willing to
share the history of the project’s success. He takes us back to his roots
in plant science. He explains how
his high school biology teacher got
him on the trail of plants, which then
led him to his academic education in
Wageningen. He did a Bachelor’s in
horticulture and specialised in plant
physiology during his MSc and PhD.
Seeds were his business, especially
what influenced their germination
success. After his graduation he
made a career switch that was inspired by a research visit to the lab
of Rodney Croteau pioneering in
terpenoid biosynthesis (Institute of
Biological Chemistry, Washington
State University, USA). His interest
turned to chemical compounds that
plants make to signal other organisms. He moved from Wageningen
to Amsterdam to work on his ERC
Advanced Grant project concerning
the chemical compounds that plants
exude into the soil to communicate
with beneficial organisms; compounds that are sometimes inadvertently used by parasites to find
an easy meal in plant tissues. The
Amsterdam research environment
inspired him to take the lead in the
organisation of an NWO Gravitation
proposal focused on the interaction
between plant roots and soil-borne
micro-organisms.

How did the consortium
come about?
Harro explains that he aimed for
focus and expertise. He selected his
partners based on their expertise:
entomology, plant-microbe interactions, microbiomes, root stress
physiology and microbial ecology.
Although she was on a sabbatical
in New Zealand, Harro contacted
Toby Kiers because of her expertise
in microbial ecology, especially plant
microbe interactions. Toby holds the
research chair Evolutionary Biology
at the VU University Amsterdam.
She explains: “My aim is to identify
the evolutionary selection pressures
that shape symbiont communities
and ultimately to identify approaches to conserve mutualisms in the face
of environmental change. My group
is interested in the accessibility and
conservation of plant and microbial
genetic resources, and strategies to
promote innovation in farming systems. How can evolutionary theory
be applied to agricultural systems
using a ‘Darwinian Agriculture’
framework?” Harro stresses the
importance of the holistic view that
Toby brought to the consortium.
“She boldly stated that one should
consider the whole world as a source
of biological information and not
only our western world.” The two
agreed that the consortium should
go back to the origins of our crop
plants to discover evolutionary important partnerships with beneficial
microbes. “Because this is what the
MiCRop programme is about: harnessing the second genome of plants,
using microbial imprinting for crop
resilience. It has become more and
more clear that microbes and plants
can help each other. In this mutualistic relationship, microbes can ease
the access to nutrients (like phosphate) for the plant or protect the
plant against enemies such as pathogens and insects, and, in return, get
nourished by the plant. However, the
plant needs to be able to communicate with these beneficial organisms
in the soil. During the ‘Green Revolution’ that started halfway the
previous century, crop plants were
selected that do best when they are
supplied with fertilisers and pesticides. There was no need for communication with partners in the soil
anymore and possibly these mechanisms were lost.” Harro and his team
hope to find back these communication traits in wild plant species,

growing in ‘wild’ soils at their centre of origin, the places where they
originally evolved. To achieve this,
the researchers have established a
unique collaboration with research
institutes in Africa, Asia and South
America to ensure that knowledge is
shared with countries that desperately need sustainable solutions for
their crop production problems.
What part of the research
programme is taking place in
Amsterdam?
Toby explains her role in the project:
she will focus on the evolutionary
aspect, by two main research lines.
Firstly, Toby and co-workers will investigate the evolutionary of history plant-microbe interactions using
novel phylogenetic techniques, so
they can reconstruct the history of
partnership selection. They hope
to gain insight into what causes
partnerships to get stronger or to
break down. For this, they will go
to so-called centres of origins and
investigate a selection of crop species there, including crops that have
been grown there for a long time and
new crops. They will access the germplasm of both ancestral and new
crops in the original soil and look at
their microbiome to see if they developed different interactions. They
will also assess the effects of selection pressures induced by humans.
Are certain microbes missing and
can these be brought back to help
to develop a more sustainable agriculture? “As you can imagine, this
will yield petabytes of data, which
a great team of data scientists will
analyse and model.” The second research line focusses on the crop and
microbe interactions. The team will
investigate how a plant can discriminate between different microbes,
examine the crosstalk between
microbes and plants and look into
how plants recruit microbes. This
recruiting of microbes by chemical
signals from the plant roots is the
area of expertise of Harro.
The plant´s chemical signals: a
cry for help
A plant spends up to 20% of the
carbon fixed by photosynthesis
on chemical signalling in the soil.
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What makes the MiCRop consortium so special?
Toby: “It is the synergy within the

project. We work together, all coming from different backgrounds. We
will use 100 plant species, which will
allow us to investigate mechanisms
across species and make generalisations about microbes and plants.
Also, we will expose crops to different conditions.” How do plants
discriminate microbes under different conditions? “To find out how
context influences partnerships,
we will subject crops to stress vs
non-stress conditions. In that way,
we hope to understand the basis of
how plants discriminate. I think in
10 years from now, we will be in a
completely different situation, but
I do not think we will have solved
the food problem by then. I do think
there will be more appreciation of
microbiome and plants. You can already see that trend starting now.
The next step will probably be the
harnessing of microbiomes for our
benefit. It is somewhat similar to
the bee-friendly hype now, with
bee-friendly plants and insect hotels
in gardens. Nowadays, companies do
sell microbes, but it is still a blunt
tool. In the near future I expect more
personalised farming, made possible
by companies supplying microbes
to farmers based on the specific
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Penguin poo creates Antarctic
biodiversity hotspots

genomics of their soil.” Similarly,
Harro praises the multidisciplinary
approach of MiCRop, the large-scale
field trials, the diversity of plants and
the involvement of ecologist, microbiologists and molecular scientists.
“In addition, I want to stress the importance of outreach and dissemination of the results to scientists
from developing countries. I hope
to expand this collaboration within the Netherlands to larger scales
such as the EU or even on a global
scale.” There is much to do, the two
researchers conclude, as plants and
microbes still hold many secrets! Ω

PROF. DR. TOBY KIERS
Work
Professor in Evolution at the
Department of Ecological Science of
the VU in Amsterdam
Study
2005 PhD thesis in Agriculture,
Ecology & Evolution, University
of California, Davis

STEF BOKHORST is research associate
at the Department of Ecological
Sciences, VU

Photo by Stef Bokhorst

The chemical signal profiles differ
between plant species and change
when the conditions the plant is exposed to change. The consortium’s
hypothesis is that plants use these
chemicals to attract a microbiome
that will support the plant under the
given conditions. The research group
of Harro is developing the tools to investigate the chemical composition
of the root exudate. Growing plants
under different stress conditions
will allow to establish correlations
between changes in chemical signals
and changes in the microbiome and
in the performance of the plants under these adverse conditions. Hereto,
the consortium will investigate 100
different plant species under four different stresses, drought, phosphate
shortage, and pathogen and insect
attack. Harro enthusiastically voices
his hope to ”discover new plant recruitment strategies that help plants
to be more resilient to stress, pathogens and pests. With this knowledge
our crop plants can be improved to
become less dependent on chemical
fertilisers and pesticides.”
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→ Figure
Adélie penguins on the Antarctic coast
transfer nitrogen from the ocean to the
nutrient-limited terrestrial ecosystem.

PROF. DR. HARRO BOUWMEESTER
Work
Professor of Plant Hormone Biology
at the Swammerdam Institute for Life
Sciences (SILS) of the University of
Amsterdam
Study
1990 PhD thesis “The effect of
environmental conditions on the
seasonal dormancy pattern and
germination of weed seeds” at
Wageningen University.

Photo by Jorn van Eck
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→ Studying Antarctic biodiversity
is challenging due to freezing conditions, rough terrain and frequent
and long-term cover by snow. Only
0.3 % of the total Antarctic landmass becomes free of snow each
summer, and the short growing
season only allows for the growth
of mosses and lichens. These in
turn can only support small soil
organisms such as springtails,
mites, nematodes and tardigrades,
which are therefore the largest land
animals in Antarctica. While tree
cover in temperate and tropical regions can typically be quantified
from outer space using satellites,
such remote sensing doesn’t work
well for the small stature of Antarctic flora, especially when they are
covered by snow. The monitoring
of land-based life on Antarctica
has to be done in the field, which
is time-consuming, costly and generally tedious.
Considering these challenges, any
broad ecological survey of Antarctica is only possible if we know
where to look for life in the first
place. Antarctic vegetation can only
grow where there is sufficient water
during parts of the year; as such, it
was long thought that water availability is the main determinant of
the distribution patterns of Antarctic mosses, lichens and the an-

imals that live among them. However, we found remarkable peaks
in abundance and biodiversity of
soil animals when there were penguin colonies and elephant seal
aggregations nearby, irrespective
of water availability. These patches
of high biodiversity could be linked
to the nourishing effects of manure:
faecal matter releases ammonia
(NH3), an important nutrient for
plant growth.
The ‘poo effect’ can reach many
kilometres inland, far beyond the
immediate edge of the colonies.
Wind deposits the airborne ammonia further inland where it fertilises
mosses and lichens, promotes microbial activity and, through this,
supports a soil community with
more species and at higher abundance. We found a strong correlation between the distance over
which the ‘poo-effect’ is present
and penguin colony sizes. Larger
colonies, with more penguins, produce more ammonia – with a very
distinctive smell – which travels
further inland and thereby fertilises a larger area. Because penguin colonies and their size can be
detected using satellites, it is now
possible to derive Antarctic biodiversity hotspot areas from remotely
sensed penguin colonies and aggregations of elephant seals. This is a

great step forward as most coastal
regions along Antarctica are practically inaccessible and can therefore
not be surveyed.
We were able to link the ‘poo signature’ from penguins and elephant
seals in the vegetation (mosses and
lichens) all the way to the top predators (mites and nematodes) of the
land-based Antarctic food web by
tracking stable isotopes of nitrogen
which originated from the ammonia. Stable nitrogen isotopes (15N)
typically accumulate through a food
web, resulting in higher isotope
values in tissue of the top predator
compared to its prey and primary
producers. Penguins and elephant
seals are so high up in the ocean
food chain that their poo is enriched
in 15N and its isotope signature is
unique compared to other nitrogen
sources on land in Antarctica. We
could track this signature within
the terrestrial food web, showing
a strong connection between the
ocean and land ecosystems. Importantly, this also shows that changes
in the ocean due to fishing activities
and climate change, such as food depletion or ice calving, are also likely
to strongly affect patterns of terrestrial biodiversity.
We hope to use the new approach
to predict areas of high biodiversity

to facilitate large-scale ecological
monitoring programmes, which is
especially important in light of the
significant global decline in biodiversity over the past century. As one
of the last regions on Earth with little direct impact of human activities
on biodiversity, Antarctica is an ideal natural lab to study biodiversity
and its role in ecosystem processes.
The protection of these unique ecosystems is of importance for science
but also worthwhile considering the
intrinsic value of biodiversity, even
if it is far away and hard to see.  Ω

→ Reference
S. Bokhorst, P. Convey and R. Aerts,
Current Biology 29 (10), 1721-1727.E3
(2019). doi: 10.1016/j.cub.2019.04.038

“The ‘poo
effect’ can
reach all the
way to the top
of the Antarctic
food web”
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Synaptic transmission in single
human neurons

MARIEKE MEIJER is postdoctoral
researcher at the Center for
Neurogenomics and Cognitive
Research, VU/VUmc.

→ Reference
M. Meijer et al., Cell Reports 27 (7),
2199-2211.e6 (2019), doi: 10.1016/j.
celrep.2019.04.058.

→ Much research is being done to
develop new medicines for treating
brain diseases. However, translation
of results obtained from animal
models to clinical trials has proven
largely unsuccessful. Furthermore,
the treatment options that are available mainly focus on symptom suppression, not on curing the disease
itself. To find effective treatments,
functional studies on human nerve
cells (neurons) are needed, preferably on neurons from patients themselves. This has triggered researchers to study reprogrammed human
neurons obtained from skin cells
of patients and healthy volunteers.
Together with stem cell experts
from the University of Bonn, we
have recently developed a novel
cellular assay that allows for the
systematic assessment of key neuronal functions in stem-cell derived
human neurons. This opens up avenues to study brain diseases and to
test pharmaceutical compounds on
human tissue.
The assay we developed consists
of rows of microdots consisting of
supporting glia cells on which single
human nerve cells grow (see front

cover). Using imaging and electrophysiological techniques, we can assess the ability of these neurons to
form contact points called synapses,
and test the unique properties by
which these synapses convey information. This process, called synaptic
transmission, is arguably one of the
most crucial functions of the brain.
Existing human neuron models rely
on mass cultures that display variable and uncontrolled network activity, severely restricting the depth of
analysis that can be reached. In contrast, our model consists of single
human neurons that are analysed via
a patch pipette connected to the cell
body. This means that we can dictate
its activity and record the response
of its synapses, giving us insight into
how these human synapses operate.
By adapting a novel, more direct
way of reprogramming stem cells
into neurons and combining it with
prolonged culture times, these single neurons show responses that are
more characteristic of mature synaptic transmission than earlier models. We found that while induced
neurons quickly obtain a neuronal
morphology, synaptic maturation
requires more time. Synapses are
not static units but can adapt their
strength, so-called synaptic plasticity. After at least 5 weeks in culture,
human neurons show plasticity features such as paired-pulse plasticity,
short-term depression and synaptic
recovery. By systematically assessing these relevant synaptic properties, dysfunction of synaptic transmission in diseased individuals can
be more easily detected compared
to previous models. Importantly, we
demonstrate that human neurons
derived from different healthy individuals show only minor differences.
We demonstrate the versatility of
our assay by measuring synapse
function in the two types of neurons
in the brain: excitatory and inhibitory neurons. With ongoing protocol
improvements in the patterning of
stem-cell derived human neurons
into distinct neuronal cell types,
we will be able to test a wide range
of neuronal identities. As synaptic
defects have been linked to multiple
neurodevelopmental and degenerative disorders, our method will be

broadly applicable to various brain
disorders and their relevant cell
types.
We see many potential applications
for this newly developed human
neuron assay. Scientists as well as
industry are looking for more standardised ways to assess human neuron function. By micro-patterning
coverslips with a permissive substrate on which supporting glia cells
adhere, we can generate arrays of
islands of roughly 0.5 millimetre in
diameter, providing a restricted and
standardised environment for neurons to develop. As synaptic transmission can be measured directly
in patient cells, our method can be
used to study the consequences
of pathogenic mutations as well
as the cellular effects of different
treatment options. This information can form the basis for precision
medicine. Newly obtained insights
into the underlying disease mechanism can also serve as a rationale
for future therapy designs. The fact
that a cellular model can be made
with a patient’s own brain cells also
opens the possibility to study brain
diseases of which the genetics are
very complex or even unknown. Ω

“Synaptic
transmission
can be
measured
directly in
patient cells”
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NOOR
VEENHOVEN
obtained her BSc Physics and
Astronomy and MSc Physics at the
UvA, and is co-founder of Project Cece,
a search engine for ethical fashion.

↓ Figure
A single human neuron (red) and its
synapses (blue).
Image taken by Jessie Brunner.

RAJAT
THOMAS
Assistant Professor, AMC, Deep
Learning researcher, Machine2Learn
and Co-founder Agronomous.ai.

→ “When I started studying physics,
I never thought that I would end up
running my own company in ethical
fashion. However, life does not always go the way you expect it to and
I couldn’t be happier with the job that
I created for myself.
In 2015 I founded Project Cece together with Marcella Wijngaarden
and her sister Melissa Wijngaarden.
Marcella and I were both studying
Physics and Astronomy at the time,
and Melissa studied Business and
Economics.
It all started with a problem that we
thought that we could solve. We knew
that the fashion industry was one of
the most polluting industries in the
world and that it also exploits many
people. Because of this, we wanted
to buy ethical fashion. This was quite
hard to do since we just didn’t know
where to find it. Online, there were
small web shops where you could find
some sustainable clothing but to find

what you were looking for, you often
had to go through many of these. Out
of frustration we would still end up
shopping at H&M.
Marcella proposed that by combining
all the tiny ethical web shops on one
website, we would solve this problem. With the programming skills she
learned in the minor Programming,
she was able to build our website: Project Cece (www.projectcece.nl), the
search engine for ethical fashion.
On our website you can find the combined products of over a 150 ethical
web shops. We tell the story behind
the brands, and give the option to
filter on different facets of sustainability that fit your values best. These
facets are: fair trade, environmentally
friendly, vegan, good cause and locally
produced. It is our goal to make it so
easy to buy ethical fashion that you
will no longer have a reason to buy
unethically produced clothing.
Within Project Cece, I manage the

→ “To Academia or Not To Academia,
is that the question? For many pursuing their PhD or postdoc, the answer
seems to be binary. My journey and
career path argue otherwise. We, in
The Netherlands, are fortunate to
be part of a flexible structure when
it comes to fruitfully combining
both. It is increasingly becoming
common, valued and sometimes
even encouraged for researchers to
take up academic positions within the
university while being affiliated with
(or working part-time in) industry. In
my case, I have just been promoted to
the level of assistant professor at the
Amsterdam UMC. Because I restricted my contract to only 80% of my
time, this allows me the flexibility to
also work in Amsterdam-based startup company Machine2Learn B.V. for
the rest of my time. At both the University and the start-up, I research
the application of modern machine
learning and artificial intelligence
techniques to various problems; at
the UMC, I work on their application
to psychiatry and, at the start-up, I
investigate various engineering problems relevant to our clients.

The experiences and lessons at my
two work locations feed off each
other. The creative thinking often
allowed within the academic setting
helps me come up with novel ideas
for the company, and the exposure to
many disparate problems in industry
opens up new horizons for the applicability of the techniques I develop.
Also important to mention is that
the structured project management
style of industry can help researchers
plan their research, to develop a go/
no-go strategy that can prevent them
from falling into a rabbit hole, and to
improve their presentation and communication skills.
My goal here was to expose you to a
little known but increasingly popular
style of combining academics with
industry. Of course, some fields of
research are more conducive than
others for making this marriage, but
hey, I am an engineer with a PhD in
Astrophysics, a postdoc in Neuroscience and currently working at the department of Psychiatry — anything
is possible!“
Ω

operation, part of the marketing, and
actually everything that comes my
way. Although I currently don’t use
much of my knowledge of physics,
the skills I obtained at university have
proven invaluable. When encountering a problem, for instance, I use my
analytical and research skills.”  Ω

→ Advice
“Starting a company doesn’t have to
be a life-altering decision, but it is
definitely a good experience. So, if you
have an idea that you think is worth
trying, just go for it! You can start
doing it next to your studies or work,
and see if it works. You just need to
give it a try!”

→ Advice
"Academia and Industry in certain
disciplines are closing the Gap. Time
to entertain the idea of possibly
combining the best of both worlds.
If such a job/industry does not exist,
imagine setting up a startup to do so,
and brainstorm these ideas with your
colleagues. Others might join your
boat."
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Tiny magma droplets in olivine
minerals provide a window
into the deep Earth

JANNE M. KOORNNEEF is an Assistant
Professor at the Earth Science
Department at the Faculty
of Science, VU.

→ Reference
J.M. Koornneef, I. Nikogosian, M.J. van
Bergen, P.Z. Vroon and G.R. Davies,
Nature Communications 10, 3237
(2019). doi: 10.1038/s41467-019-11072-5
→ More information: check out
https://jannekoornneef.nl/revolusions/.

“Mineral
inclusions
reveal the
composition of
deep primary
magma”

→ The Earth consists of shells with
very different compositions and
consistencies. The outer rocky shells
are solid; the shell around the inner
metal core is liquid. The solid layer
between the crust on the outside and
the liquid outer core is known as the
mantle. Although it is not directly
accessible, we can study melted
mantle known as magma when it
is expulsed from the interior of the
Earth by volcanoes. Studying the
composition of the magma helps
to understand how the Earth has
formed and how it has evolved since.
Volcanism in Italy results from the
collision of the African and European tectonic plates, which caused
extensive deformation of the crust
throughout Europe, such as along
the Alpine mountain chain. As part
of the Alpine collision, the Adriatic
plate, now located to the east of Italy, was pushed under the West-European plate in north-west direction
and sank into the deep Earth over
the last 45 million years. This process, in which one plate dives under the other, is called ‘subduction’
and causes materials that belong on
Earth’s surface, such as water and
sediments, to be transported into
the deep mantle. Therefore, by this
process of subduction, the composition of the mantle is changed, and
we can detect these changes by analysing the lava erupted from Italian
volcanoes.
We specifically investigate what goes
down into the mantle at a subduction zone and what comes back up
in order to find out how much of the
younger material continues its way
into the deep mantle. Understanding
what goes down and comes back up
is important because this large-scale
subduction recycling process has an
effect on the exchange budgets of
elements between deep and surficial
Earth reservoirs over time. For example, climate has likely been affected by the variation in the exchange
of CO2 by continental subduction
over time.
We analysed the composition of ol-

ivine, a magnesium-rich green mineral that crystallises from magmas
deep in the volcano plumbing system, potentially in the mantle below
the crust. The iron and magnesium
composition can be used to determine if the olivine formed deep in
the volcano. During crystal growth
at large depth, the olivine incorporates tiny droplets of the magma
from which it forms, thus locking in
the composition of the deep primary
magma. These tiny melt droplets or
melt inclusions (< 300 μm) contain
information that is lost in the bulk
magma as a result of magma mixing,
degassing and continued crystallisation of minerals during residence of
the melts in magma chambers within the crust. Analysis of inclusions
in the olivine thus provides more
accurate data about the chemical
composition of the original melts
formed in the mantle.
Melt inclusions in olivine from two
volcanoes in Italy contain rare elements such as strontium (Sr),
neodymium (Nd) and lead (Pb).
Radiogenic isotope compositions
of these rare elements represent a
strong tool to determine the derivation and/or age of rocks on Earth.
Recent improvements in the sensitivity of mass spectrometers at the
Earth Science department of the
Vrije Universiteit led to the development of a breakthrough in the
analysis of small geological samples.

Earth: a carbon-depleted planet

This breakthrough allowed us to analyse for the first time the combined
Sr-Nd-Pb isotope compositions of
individual melt inclusions.
The analysed olivine-hosted melt inclusions in this study have unexpected ‘exotic’ lead isotope compositions
that suggest the presence of old lower crust in the mantle below Italy.
This exotic component could not be
resolved from the lava compositions.
How did it end up in the mantle?
We suggest that tectonic processes such as delamination (removal
of the lower crust layer), sediment
recycling (melting sediments from
the subducting plate), subduction
erosion (scraping off lower crust)
and/or slab detachment (breaking
off of the lower subducting plates)
could have introduced the exotic
component within the mantle.
This finding thus provides new clues
about the large-scale tectonic processes that took place during the
African-European continental collision. It also opens the way to obtain
better insights into the materials
that were exchanged in subduction
zones and how this exchange may
have changed over time.
Ω
↓ Figure
Microphotograph of an olivine crystal
(0.5 mm) with tiny melt inclusions
(primary magma).
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LUCIA ALICIA KLARMANN performed her
PhD research at the Anton Pannekoek
Institute of Astronomy, UvA. She now
is post-doctoral researcher at the
Max-Planck Institute for Astronomy in
Heidelberg, Germany.
.
→ Reference
L. Klarmann, C.W. Ormel and
C. Dominik. Astronomy & Astrophysics
618, L1 (2018). doi:10.1051/00046361/201833719

→ Even though we are all carbon-based, we actually live on a planet
that is very depleted in carbon. The
refractory carbon content of Earth
is 10,000 times lower than in the interstellar medium, which provided
the base material for the formation
of the Solar System.
Planets are known to form from the
material that is left over after star
formation. A cold dense cloud of
interstellar material collapses under
its own weight and a new star forms
at its centre. Dust and gas from the
cloud keep falling onto the star and
form an accretion disk, due to conservation of angular momentum. An
artist's impression of such a disk can
be seen in the Figure. This is how our
Solar System has been formed and, in
fact, we can observe these so-called
protoplanetary disks around many
young stars.
During this protoplanetary disk stage,
carbon must have been removed from
the dust in the young Solar System,
leaving Earth poor in refractory carbon. There are two ways of removing

carbon from a dust grain: either by
oxidation in a high-temperature environment (> 2000 K), or by hitting
the grain with a high-energy ultra-violet photon. Both of these processes
can happen in the hot upper layers of
protoplanetary disks that are directly
exposed to the stellar radiation. The
dust in these upper layers shadows
the middle region of the disk and
so, the carbon grains in this region
survive.
However, dust grains are not constrained to a certain disk region. They
are moving along with the gas that is
accreted onto the star. On top of this
radial movement, they are also moving up and down in the disk, following
the turbulent motion of the gas. This
is especially the case for small micrometre-sized grains, which can easily
reach the upper disk layers. Larger
grains of millimetre size drift towards
the star in the shielded middle regions
of the disk.
Until now, it was assumed that the
vertical mixing and radial drift of dust
grains happened about as fast as the
carbon removal, and that oxidation
and ultra-violet photon destruction
of carbon in the hot upper disk layer
would therefore explain the low carbon fraction of Earth. Because these
processes behave in a similar manner in every protoplanetary disk, one
would expect all terrestrial planets in
the habitable zone to be depleted in
refractory carbon.
We have modelled vertical and radial
dust movement and carbon removal
and found that they happen on different time scales. Vertical dust movement happens slower than carbon
removal, so while it is possible to burn
a large amount of carbon in the upper
disk layers, it takes too long to move
that carbon upwards. In addition, the
radial movement of dust is very fast.
Even if all carbon close to the star has
been removed, it will be replenished
quickly by large grains from the outer
disk that are too large to move into
the upper disk layer.

↑ Figure
Artist's impression of a protoplanetary disk.
The solar system formed in a similar disk of
dust and gas around the young Sun. Credit:
ESO/L. Calçada.

Given the low carbon fraction of
Earth, something else must have
happened during its formation. One
possibility is that Jupiter formed very
early, well before the Earth. A large
planet like Jupiter would carve a gap
in a protoplanetary disk and therefore
prevent large, carbon-rich grains from
drifting inwards. Another possibility
is that the young sun was not stable
but had flaring episodes during which
it was much brighter than it is today.
During such bright phases, the sun
would have heated up the entire disk,
probably out to the orbit of Jupiter.
Thus, oxidation could have happened
throughout the disk and not just in
the upper disk layers.
The early formation of giant planets
like Jupiter and bright phases are not
uncommon, but we do not expect
them to happen in all protoplanetary disks. This means that some of
the terrestrial exoplanets that have
been discovered might have 10,000
times more carbon than the Earth.
This would make it much less likely
for life to develop there.
Ω

“Exoplanets
might have
10,000 times
more carbon
than the Earth”
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Award-winning start-ups
The Academic Startup Competition
challenges universities and scientific
institutions to nominate their best spin-off
start-ups and join the race for the 10 Dutch
Pioneering Innovations from Science.
Among this year’s winners are two
Amsterdam Science Park-based companies,
both founded on the results of scientific
research done in Amsterdam.

↓ Figure 1
Kepler product
Provided by Kepler Vision Technologies.

Confocal.nl

→ Kepler Vision Technologies’ customers are elderly care centres, mental health care centres, home care
organisations and hospitals. Due
to the aging population, the management of these centres has to deal
with both an increasing demand for
care as well as a rapidly decreasing
supply of care labour.
Kepler develops computer vision and
machine-learning analysis software
that ‘looks’ in videos. (see figure 1)
The Kepler Vision Engine is the
world’s first to recognise human
body language (defensive, thoughtful, aggressive) and human activities
(lying, drinking, eating, wandering).
Employing these capabilities, the
Engine helps care workers by keeping an extra eye on patients – an eye
that never tires and that is always
alert. For instance:

→ Confocal.nl is a young Dutch company based in Amsterdam Science
Park, aiming to change the microscopy industry with a microscope
upgrade module based on the rescan invention. The upgrade module
of Confocal.nl turns any wide-field
microscope into a confocal microscope (re-scan confocal microscope
- RCM) with 40% improved resolution and increased sensitivity as
compared to other confocal systems.

• It releases care givers from administrative burdens as the vision-based software builds up
records of patient behaviour history. This way, the software can
generate objective and accurate
health reports when needed.
↓ Figure 2
COS7 cell, immunostained for alpha-tubulin
AlexaFluor647. Image courtesy of Andreas
Kurz from the Sauer Laboratory at the
University of Würzburg.

Detecting ghosts in the Mediterranean

Kepler Vision
Technologies

• It allows care givers to spend
their time providing care, instead
of having to behave as security
guards. To that end, the software
generates an alarm when a patient
has fallen on the floor and needs
help or when a patient wanders off.

This way, the Kepler software makes
care providers more productive, and
allows them to do the work they really love: Providing care. Another
advantage - in case of aggressive
patients with health care problems
– it that the software also keeps an
eye on the security and safety of
care givers.
Kepler is a spin-off company from
the Faculty of Science from the
University of Amsterdam and was
founded by Harro Stokman. 
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The RCM upgrade is an ideal solution
for small labs with limited budget but
demanding tasks, and an excellent
add-on for imaging facilities to increase their imaging capacity. (see
figure 2) It is also a sustainable and
cost-friendly solution, as it allows
re-using of wide-field microscopes
already available in the lab. RCM is
available in two flavours – for visible
light spectrum (RCM-VIS), and recently also for near-infra-red spectrum (RCM-NIR). The RCM-NIR
is the first point-scanning confocal
available for detection in infra-red.
Confocal.nl sells RCM upgrades
and full imaging systems directly
or through distributor networks
all over the world. Today, the RCM
can be found in laboratories in the
Netherlands, Belgium, UK, Germany,
Poland, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Hungary, China, Taiwan, India,
Egypt and Canada.
In three years since its founding in
2016, Confocal.nl has grown to a
team of 8, arranged in Sales and R&D
activities. RCM upgrade units are
produced by Hittech Multin. Confocal.nl is led by the management team
consisting of the two founders, Peter
Drent (CEO; Sales & Marketing) and
Erik Manders (CTO; Product development & R&D), and Mariliis TarkDame (COO; Daily operations, HR
and grant management).
The re-scan was invented at the
University of Amsterdam in the research team of Erik Manders, funded by NWO-TTW (formerly STW).
Confocal.nl was founded with an investment by UvA Ventures/Holding
and received an additional financial
injection from Value Creation Capital
in 2018.
Ω

PAUL DE JONG is programme leader
of the neutrino group at Nikhef and
professor in experimental particle
physics at the Institute of Physics, UvA

“KM3NeT will
shine light on
the neutrino
mass mystery”

→ Figure
Artist impression of KM3NeT, with lightsensitive detectors assembled in digital
optical modules, attached to a grid of
vertical strings connected to anchors
on the sea floor. On the back cover, you
can see a photo of a string about to be
lowered into the sea.

→ Every second, Earth is bombarded by hundreds of billions
of neutrinos. These fundamental
subatomic particles, closely related
to electrons but without electric
charge, are created in the decay of
other, unstable particles, for example in stars like our Sun. Despite
being one of the most abundant
types of particles in the universe,
many properties of these ‘ghost
particles’ are poorly understood.
They rarely interact with other
matter and are therefore hard to detect in sufficient quantities. Large
detectors would help in collecting
more neutrinos, and therefore the
KM3NeT (cubic kilometre neutrino
telescope) project is equipping a
significant volume of water in the
Mediterranean Sea with light-sensitive instruments for neutrino
detection.
Neutrinos come in three different
types, or ‘flavours’. It has been observed that neutrinos can transform from one flavour to another,
a phenomenon known as neutrino
oscillations. This is only possible
if neutrinos have mass, but this
mass is so small that until the discovery of neutrino oscillations it
was believed that neutrinos were
massless. (An example of a massless particle is a photon, a quantum
of light). The exact neutrino masses
and their relation to the three fla-

vours are unknown. KM3NeT will
shine further light on the neutrino
mass mystery by measuring neutrinos that are produced by cosmic
rays colliding with air molecules
in the atmosphere, and by studying their oscillation patterns as a
function of neutrino energy and
direction.
Neutrinos are also valuable messengers of information about violent events that happen far away
in our Universe: colliding neutron
stars, supernovae, or matter falling into black holes. The neutrino
information on the nature, density
and temperature of matter in such
events complements the information carried by electromagnetic
waves (light, gamma rays, radio
waves) or gravitational waves, in
a new exciting field called multi-messenger astronomy. KM3NeT
will search for sources of energetic
cosmic neutrinos and correlate this
information in real time with that
provided by telescopes and gravitational wave interferometers. Neutrinos have the advantage that they
are not absorbed by cosmic dust or
gas nor affected by magnetic fields.
KM3NeT detects neutrinos by
measuring the so-called Cerenkov
light emitted by charged particles
that result from collisions of neutrinos with seawater molecules. At
two locations in the Mediterranean

Sea, at depths of more than 2.5 km
below the surface, in total darkness,
the KM3NeT team is anchoring a
grid of vertical strings with sensitive light-detectors to the seabed.
The detectors are photomultiplier
tubes, which can detect very small
amounts of light; they are arranged
in ball-shaped digital optical modules or DOMs, with 18 DOMs attached to each 200-700 metre-long
string. The strings are connected to
a station on the shore that collects
the data. From the arrival time and
direction of the Cherenkov light,
the path of individual neutrinos can
be reconstructed on a computer.
The KM3NeT collaboration consists of some 40 institutes and universities in 12 countries. Nikhef has
played a central role in the design
and manufacture of the detector,
electronics and software. At the
moment, five strings have been
deployed, but the detector will
grow fast and should consist, in five
years’ time, of 345 strings. KM3NeT
will also be a research infrastructure beyond neutrino physics: sea
science and marine biology will
benefit from the deep-sea monitoring of temperature, salinity, pressure, currents, bioluminescence
and sound. 
Ω
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Establishing the Amsterdam
Young Academy

LINDA DOUW is an assistant professor
at the Department of Anatomy and
Neurosciences, Amsterdam University
Medical Centers, location VUmc, CCA
Brain Tumor Center Amsterdam /
Amsterdam Neuroscience
photographer Adrien Bisson

UMBERTO OLCESE is an assistant
professor in the Cognitive and
Systems Neuroscience Group at
the Swammerdam Institute for Life
Sciences, UvA
photographer Sander Nieuwenhuys

Picture thirty early-career researchers standing behind
a gigantic gong, mounted at
the Artis library to mark the
inauguration of the Amsterdam Young Academy (AYA).
The group consists of political
scientists, deep-learning specialists, medical doctors, historians, you name it: almost all
fields of academic research are
represented.
It is 6 November 2018, and we
have little clue of what journey
we are embarking on. We are
all within eight years after our
PhD defence, and have been
selected by members of De
Jonge Akademie. We received
the assignment to “figure out
for ourselves” what we will be
doing in the next four years as
AYA. It’s as if we have started a
PhD or postdoc anew…
Amsterdam is certainly not the
first Dutch city where a Young
Academy has been established
but it is unique in having two
universities and two university
medical centres. This diversity
is represented in AYA, which is
an independent platform comprised of researchers from UvA,
VU, Amsterdam UMC and ACTA.
AYA focuses on interdisciplinarity, science for society (in
particular the city of Amsterdam) and science policy.
Fast-forward a year. After much

preparation and discussions,
we hosted one of our first signature events: the interdisciplinary lunch. Instead of having
meta-level discussions about
the semantics of inter- and
multi-disciplinarity, we gave
the stage to Amsterdam-based
scientists who are doing interdisciplinary research work,
like speakers Ivar Vermeulen
(communication science, VU)
and Claartje Rasterhoff (urban
history and digital methods,
UvA). We asked them not only to
inspire us with their scientific
innovations, but also to tell us
about the difficulties they experienced towards the interdisciplinary cutting edge. How did
they overcome obstacles like
limited funding opportunities,
lack of perceived ‘niche’, and
the challenge to work together
with different disciplines in a
synergistic way?
Besides events focused on academics, we are also developing
activities to engage with society. Early next year, you might
be strolling through Amsterdam and realise you know very
little about your environment.
You will then grab your phone,
visit the podcast section of the
AYA website, and quickly learn
more about your location and
its relevance for the research
of AYA members and science in
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general. You might get to know
Vrankrijk, our Central Station,
the Damrak McDonalds and
many other spots in a wholly
new way!
Like the researchers it is composed of, AYA has learned a
lot since its inauguration. We
have defined our vision: to
help young researchers flourish, make interdisciplinary
research work and connect
academia with the city of Amsterdam. We are planning many
activities for the coming year:
publishing columns on a range
of policy-related and societal
topics, exploring new ways of
defining excellence, creating a
survival guide for early-career
researchers in Amsterdam,
promoting sustainable research, engaging with schools,
setting up an interdisciplinary
field lab at an escape room,
and much more! More than anything, we hope to come into
contact with you, if any of this
sounds like something you
want to get involved in!
Ω
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→ Amsterdam Science gives Master’s students, PhD and postdoc
researchers as well as staff a
platform for communicating their
latest and most interesting findings
to a broad audience. This is an
opportunity to show each other and
the rest of the world the enormous
creativity, quality, diversity and
enthusiasm that characterises the
Amsterdam science community.
Amsterdam Science covers all research areas being pursued in Amsterdam: mathematics, chemistry,
astronomy, physics, biological and
biomedical sciences, health and
neuroscience, ecology, earth and
environmental sciences, forensic
science, computer science, logic
and cognitive sciences.

If you have ideas, would like to
get in touch with us and learn
about the activities we are
planning, or are just curious
about AYA, visit our website
www.amsterdamyoungacademy.nl and follow us on social
media!
Twitter:
@ayoungacademy,
Insta
@amsterdamyoungacademy.

www.amsterdamscience.org

Photo by Liesbeth Dingemans
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The current editorial board of
Amsterdam Science consists of
Master’s students, PhD researchers and other members of the
science faculties of UvA and VU,
the Academic Medical Centre
(UMC/AMC) and various research
institutes (ARCNL, AMOLF, CWI and
NIN) in Amsterdam. We aim towards
full representation and active
participation in our editorial board
of every research institute located
in Amsterdam.
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research institutes?
Have a look at www.amsterdamscience.org for the remit of the magazine and upload your contribution
for consideration for a future issue
of Amsterdam Science.

One of the editors will contact you,
primed to hear about your exciting
story or striking image, and to
discuss with you how it could reach
a broad audience via publication in
the magazine.
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Postdoc researcher API, UvA
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PhD researcher, Informatics Institute,
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Share
Are you eager to share the exciting
research you published with your
colleagues? Are there developments in your field that we all
should know about? And are you
conducting your research at one
of the Amsterdam universities or

facebook.com/
amsterdamscience
amsterdamscience@gmail.com
www.amsterdamscience.org
twitter.com/AmsSciMag

Guess
Perspective
what?

A crane lowering part of a sensitive neutrino detector into the
Mediterranean Sea. What you
see is a long cable (or "string")
with 18 digital optical modules
(DOMs) attached to it. The string
is wrapped around a spherical
holder and attached to an anchor
(yellow, below the sphere). The
crane will position the anchor on
the sea floor, 2500 metres below
the surface. A remotely operated
submarine connects the cabling
on the sea floor. The sphere is then
detached from the anchor and the
string with DOMs unwraps itself
while the sphere travels back up
to the surface.
Curious what this is all about?
See page 25.

